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Editorial
Djibril al-Ayad

LIIIES
The Greek quotation from Hesiod translates loosely as
“We know how to tell many lies resembling the truth,
but we also know, when we like, how to sing true
things.” The problem has always been whether mortals
can tell which is which.
We are used to the idea that fiction—speculative or
otherwise—may be an effective medium to tell
important truths. Aristotle tells us that poetry (i.e.
fiction) is a “more philosophical and a higher thing”
than history (i.e. nonfiction), because the truths written
in history are particular, while those in poetry are
universal. Science fiction does not only imagine
particular futures, and comment on the trajectory of the
present with satire, cynicism or hope, it also speaks to
the human (and posthuman) condition, to the ethics of
our relationship with technology, to social and political

observation at least potentially unfettered from the
immediate historical context.
But I wonder if we should also consider that
nonfiction—book reviews, essays, opinion pieces,
historical surveys or character profiles—can also
entertain us with stories, can contain narratives, can be
guilty of lies? A review should not only tell readers
coldly and objectively what the book is about, whether
they will like it or not, about its genre, setting,
characters and failings, attempt to interpret and critique
the literary quality and context; it should also contain
the very subjective story of the reviewer’s response to
the reading. An essay should be a journey from question
to answer, or method to conclusion, historical discovery
to interpretation and narrative. An opinion piece or
editorial should make clear not only what are the issues
and how we believe we should respond to them, but
whose opinion this is: I am a pseudonymous editor of
science fiction, a historian and a futurist, a horror writer,
and an internationalist (does that change how you read
this editorial?).
We have therefore decided to collect together in
issue LIII of The Future Fire, in lieu of the usual
poems, short stories and novelettes, a selection of
nonfiction and reviews that tell stories, that have their
own internal narratives, their own lies. All these
reviews, profiles and histories are entertaining enough
in their own right that they are worth reading even if
you will never read the book, or even if the book didn’t
exist.
As always, kudos to all our authors and artists,
including Fábio Fernandes, Michael M. Jones, Ari
Kaness, Gwen C. Katz, J. Moufawad-Paul, Scirocco, J.
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Rama Stephens, for their lovely and insightful work in
this issue. And thanks to copyeditors Brian Olszewski
and Hûw Steer, all my co-editors, and other invisible
contributors to this compendium of lies.
Thanks for reading, and see you next time. Happy
edible book day!
Djibril al-Ayad, April 2020
Comment on the stories in this issue on the TFF blog:
http://press.futurefire.net/2020/04/new-issue202053.html

Retrospective on
Sepulvelda Baron
J. Rama Stephens

Acclaimed
futurist
Sepulveda Baron, 62, has
died
suddenly,
while
transiting
a
full-bodyscanner at Kuala Lumpur
airport en-route to speak in
Tokyo. The world has lost
an intellect described by
Locus Magazine as “a
piercing searchlight into the
darkest corners of dystopian
fiction.”
Baron was the third child of Robert and Artemisia
Baron. Her mother was a Republican survivor of the
retirada following the Spanish Civil War, recruited from
the Argelès refugee camp in France as an SOE courier,
then as a clerk for MI6 from 1945. There, she worked
with (and married) Sepulveda’s father, MI5 section head
Robert Baron.
Sepulveda Baron’s early life was (by her account)
happy. In a 2005 interview in the Guardian (the only
time she talked to the press) she described a family
home at Bletchley giving onto woodlands and the Grand
Union Canal: “long summer walks on the towpath with
my father gave me an early fascination with Victorian-
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era engineering and morality. That fascination never left
me, but I did become more interested in digital tech—
the kind that really gets under your skin.” Through her
early years her mother often hosted a motley gathering
of expat Republicans. Baron would sit in, sipping rioja.
Her mother’s civil war stories and heart-on-sleeve
politics would shape Baron’s approach to cyberpunk as
“literary expression of late capitalism.” She refused to
set foot in what she called “Franco’s neoliberal Spain,”
but was plugged in to a network of expatriate
connections, online and off.
Baron left home (and the South) to study Literature
at Manchester, graduating to a Masters with first class
honours. After a long correspondence she traveled in
1985 to Budapest to meet Laszlo Antal, a fiery literary
critic at Eotvos Lorand faculty of arts. They married
immediately and honeymooned at Lake Sevan in
Armenia. The same year, the Hungarian regime declared
Antal a “reactionary writer.” They fled together on a
night train to Vienna (with the last of her US dollars
Baron bribed the guard to let she and Antal ride in the
conductor’s car, so they avoided the AVH secret police
at the border), and they flew to
the US, where Antal had the
offer of a teaching job at
Brown.
Ivy League America suited
Baron. She took a PhD in
European literature at Brown,
and worked as a research
assistant to Antal. Her early
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papers hint at later dominant themes—a relentless focus
on the avant-garde, and fearless literary and genre
juxtapositions. From 1984 Baron corresponded with
(later) cyberpunk luminaries, including Cadigan, Vinge,
and Gibson. I first met Baron at Brown, and she began
to develop a following long before she had tenure—
students and faculty would gather at her modest house
for cheap Californian wine, readings, and (sometimes
raucous) discussions. Baron was loud, forceful, and
usually right.
In 1989 Antal’s affair with a grad student ended their
marriage abruptly. Baron’s employment record shows
she had applied for maternity leave the following year,
so she’d likely arranged an abortion before walking out
and flying home to England. The same year that Baron
divorced Antal, she was employed as assistant professor
(acting chair, SF Studies) at Liverpool. The next few
years were almost impossibly productive—Baron
published over 20 papers in 48 months, and most racked
up citations at academic rock-star speed.
A fateful meeting with Zoltan Istvan at a futurist
convention in Santa Clara in 1994 diverted Baron’s
(stellar, but mainstream) academic career into
something far stranger and more life-threatening. Istvan
and the transhumanist community made a powerful
impression on Baron. She embarked upon a year of
“deep anthropology” at the Extropia Ranch, home to a
well-funded transhumanist community in the New
Mexico desert. The ranch was a self-contained world
where smart drugs flowed freely, top surgeons
performed implants, and (if their website was to be
believed) novel couplings between machines, women
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and men were explored. One year became two, then
five.
Baron became romantically involved with the
Extropia family. In 1997 she married into the family as
a whole in an unofficial transhumanist ceremony. She
stayed on at the ranch writing and helping to raise the
children who had the run of the compound. Baron
claimed to have a large number of transhumanist
modifications and body-implants over these years, but
(unusually) none visible in everyday clothes; despite
many rumours, she refused to talk about her body mods,
citing a political commitment to ethical privacy and
body autonomy. She often spoke publicly about one
modification, however. Baron had early on augmented
her vision, and continued to explore this area as the
technology developed, splicing drone and webcam feeds
into custom AI lenses, and often projecting the resulting
combined feed in talks and lectures. This led to a
collaboration with the machine-vision team at Cal Tech
for her controversial 2004 foray into political sciences,
darksight. This gem of tech-dystopian criticism
cemented her reputation, with a prescient (pre socialmedia boom) take on privacy: “remote surveillance
technologies are the ayahuasca of dieselpunk. From
radar to CCTV, from packet sniffing to online adplacement algos. Their history shows that the ageless
dream of seeing further, expanding our vision into new
wavelengths, inevitably collapses into a militarised
panopticon, scrutinised by Telescreens and banishing
transgressors to (real or virtual) island prisons.”
When Baron returned to Liverpool in 2004, her
classes continued to explore the boundary between the
individual and the network, and the implications for
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privacy and autonomy. Her 2007 class, cryptically
entitled “the body electric—impossible bearings” has
become apocryphal legend. Professor Steve Wright, a
grad student that year, describes it as “psychedelic,
atavistic and brutal. So confronting that many walked
out, and many didn’t finish the year.” He also affirms
that semester’s ideas shaped his life and work: “Baron
could quote at length from books, films, and papers, and
would do so freestyle, segueing from one writer to
another, joining the threads into a tapestry of our darkest
futures, a gleaming thread running back down through
Mary Shelley, grounded in the golem of Prague, and
Promethean clay.”
A
second
burst
of
productivity followed. This time
the papers came slower, but two
longer works were published in
quick succession. In this period
Baron finally engages with
feminist literary theory. She is
perhaps best known for her pithy
quote ”cyberpunk and pregnancy
are similar—they’re both about
how a foreign thing inside your
body changes who you are and gives you a new
relationship with the future, which you couldn’t imagine
before,” from the introduction to settler colonialism in
cyberspace—the massacre of the digital natives (2008).
Baron continued teaching into the early ’10s, but her
health declined, perhaps due to the number of implants
(she flew twice to California to have some surgically
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removed), and perhaps due to long-term microdosing of
LSD, which many Extropia alumni blogged about.
Baron taught until 2014, and 2015 saw her last
monograph, the short (but often cited) Atavism in SF:
character arcs recapitulate genre descent into dystopia.
Baron is survived by her older brother. She has
bequeathed her manuscripts, correspondence, and
considerable collection of late 20th century home
computing hardware to the Swedish Internet museum,
with an endowment to host a permanent online “Basilisk
defence archive.”

Octavia Flora Fabian
(1920 – 2015)
Djibril al-Ayad
I recently learned of the sad passing of a former
collaborator of ours. Octavia Flora Fabian was known as
“Tavie” to her friends (although there’s little agreement
on the spelling, since it was mainly a spoken
diminutive),
but
always
“Mrs.
Fabian”
in
correspondence, and of course, now famous as “Flora
Fabiana” in print publication. This variance in
nomenclature was both evidence of her concern for
privacy (her family asked that no photos of her be
posted) and separation between different roles and
circles, and symbolic of the facets of her personality that
sometimes seem at odds with one another.
Tavie married Edgar Fabian in 1946, and they
remained childless until his death from heart disease in
1980. It was apparently at about this time that Tavie
stopped volunteering at the local church, which seems to
have been her main activity for all of her married life,
since she never took a job. She lived on Edgar’s modest
pension for the next few years, but by 1994 her physical
health had deteriorated and she chose to take up
residence in a care home for the elderly, which she paid
for from an investment account she created from the
sale of their small house. This account comfortably
supported her for the 21 remaining years of her life.
Fearing boredom and mental decline, Tavie asked
her niece Jasmine to buy her a typewriter so she could
write “articles and stories.” Worried that a typewriter
would be too noisy in the close confines of the care
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home, Jasmine instead prevailed on her son Tony to
give his great-aunt an old Compaq laptop PC instead. It
was Tony Michael who taught Tavie to use the
computer, some years later set her up with an internet
account, and periodically updated her laptop with a new
hand-me-down model every few years.
Tavie seems to have written
prolifically, although she also
erased most of her early work
when it ceased to be of interest
to her, and seldom kept files
that she was not intending to
publish. Still in the 1990s she
began to study at the Open
University for a BA in English
Language and Literature, and
although she never completed
the degree, she began to write many short works of
criticism and literary biography at this time. She had a
talent for digging out little-known but important writers
to profile critically and professionally, especially
women who wrote on topics or in genres that were more
common for men.
Due to her scholarly interest in gothic, fairytale,
suspense, and early pulp writers, Tavie’s work naturally
found a home in the genre press, especially fanzines and
online publications. It was in this capacity that I first
corresponded with her, as she was researching women
whose names appeared in golden age pulp zines but for
whom biographies or later careers were unknown. She
wrote a few short reviews for TFF back in the ’oughties,
before we were archiving the site, and she had an
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obvious zest for both library, archive and internet
research into the genealogy and bibliography of her
subjects.
The first hint of media recognition for Tavie came
when she wrote her groundbreaking profile of Emily
Goldhill Kenzie, whose short SF mystery “The Airlock”
(1950) in Super Science Stories was all anyone else had
previously been able to find of her (along with the
tenacious but unsubstantiated—and unexplained—
rumour that she once publicly slapped Ejler Jakobsson
in the face). Tavie had discovered more details about
Kenzie than most of us could find about our own greatgrandmother in family history research—although she
was of course restrained and respectful in how much she
included in her profile. Albeit among a small group of
critics and editors to begin with, Tavie’s reputation as a
serious researcher in the history of speculative fiction
was cemented.
After a series of low-profile but impressive critical
biographies of obscure writers, Tavie’s real
breakthrough came when she apparently tracked down
not only the ToC but the entire fiction contents of the
inaugural issue of Whatifn’t magazine (1.1 – 1968),
whose first dozen issues were assumed completely lost.
She wrote detailed reviews of several of the stories,
including a rare late SF story by John Moore that she
characterized as “proto-eco-SF,” and a reprint of “one of
the weaker” Cordwainer Smith stories. No one else has
seen the issue Tavie worked from, and she never
clarified whether she found a physical copy or a scan;
either way she presumably didn’t keep it.
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A turning point in this lowkey but increasingly exciting
career came when Tavie
reviewed for a US-based
speculative fiction review, an
obscure, independently published chapbook titled Three
Titans. This slim volume of
less than fifty pages, which her
review gives no indication of
being satirical or otherwise
doubtful, purports to publish, for the first time and all
together, the final stories by each of John Jacob Astor
IV, Jacques Futrelle and W. T. Stead, three SF writers
who died in the wreck of the Titanic in 1912. The
review is masterful: the stories are all typical of the
authors’ respective oeuvres and styles, their flaws are
dissected critically but with consideration of their age,
and they are all put into the context of their literary
surroundings, as well as each other (Astor and Futrelle
at least were friends). The only problem was, no one
else has ever been able to identify either this modern
chapbook or any of the stories in it. Once people started
to try, it soon became clear that either the chapbook was
itself a pastiche or, more likely, that Tavie had invented
it herself for the express purpose of this fabricated
review.
We must not forget that at the same time as these
increasingly suspicious works of criticism were starting
to receive attention, Tavie was still putting out an
impressive stream of indubitably genuine reviews,
profiles and literary studies (she was after all retired,
and writing about genre fiction was her main hobby).
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She never confirmed or denied that some of her reviews
and other articles were fraudulent, even when a couple
of crusading fans for a while made it their mission in
life to expose and discredit her. With no social media
presence or publicly available email address, she was
pretty much immune to any harassment that might have
ensued, and the zealous “investigators” quickly lost
interest. Tavie continued to review, and no doubt to
invent, genre authors and works, until only a few
months before her death.
Among the more surprising titles Tavie wrote about
was an early issue of the psychological, gore and dark
crime magazine Shadowed Dreams in 2007, which she
analyzed at some depth without ever saying whether the
darker stories were to her taste or not. She wrote a short
retrospective of the work of eclectic author and editor
Tadala Linn, in which she recasts what most reviewers
have seen as an eccentric taste in unpredictable
supernatural themes as a virtue, as injecting a dose of
surrealism into dark fantasy. She wrote a detailed
account of C.L. Moore’s unpublished diaries and
juvenilia, and how it prefigures many of the themes of
her published work.
Through it all, Tavie retained her kindness and
generosity, her playfulness and willingness to explore
new genres, her obsession with the obscure and the
underrepresented. She was a valuable and insightful
reviewer, and she deserves to be remembered as one of
the most creative authors in the last two decades of the
speculative small press, even though she never
published a single work labelled as fiction.

The Tildenville Skeleton
Ari Kaness
Came across this while doing research on something
else and thought it might be of interest to readers here:
Tildenville skeleton, Lake Apopka, Florida
Discovered in 2018 by kayakers, this immense skeleton—
approximately 23 meters (75 feet) long, with a wing span of about 15
meters (50 feet)—was originally identified as a previously unknown
pterosaur species, tentatively placed in the Azhdarchoidea group. This
identification was cast into severe doubt by later radiocarbon dating,
which estimated an age of around 8000 B.C.—well past the age of the
dinosaurs. DNA and mDNA tests proved unhelpful in identifying the
species. Bones found near and over the skeleton were successfully
identified as human from about the same time-frame. Reports of fire
and smoke rising from the bones have not been independently verified.

Lake Apopka

Cool, right? Especialy since I couldn’t help thinking:
what would you have to go through to fake something
like this? To start with, how do you gather 10,000 yearold bones (assuming that radiocarbon dating info is
accurate)—enough to cover a 75-foot skeleton? (For
those reading along, that’s about half the width of a
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football field, more or less.) How do you then ensure
that those bones won’t have enough DNA and mDNA to
be identified as, well, horse bones or something like
that? (I assume horses of some sort were around 10,000
years ago, though it’s completely possible that this is
just a false impression I’ve gotten from watching too
many movies.) Why throw human bones into the mix?
Where do you get the human bones? Do you, well, go
hunting in graveyards—and if so, how do you guarantee
you won’t get caught? (As I’ve found out while
researching various true crimes, Florida has some tough
laws against desecrating graveyards. Not recommended.) How do you age the human bones so that they
have the same radiocarbon dating? (That can be faked,
right? Wrong? Physics: not my thing.)
And then, how do you ensure that it will be found by
random kayakers? And if that’s your goal, why Lake
Apopka? One of the most polluted lakes in Florida, the
water is usually so brown people can barely see Florida
bass in it, let alone faked skeletons. I feel like the fakers
were taking a real risk here.
Though it is quite shallow, which would make
putting a fake skeleton into it much easier, I guess.
And also, where is the thing now? Google seems to
indicate that the skeleton was taken to one of those
tourist trap wax museums—you know the ones—or to
someplace on I-Drive, between the theme parks, which
seems probable. More probable than a suggestion from
some anonymous person on Reddit that the skeleton was
snatched up by people in Hazmat suits and taken to
some top secret location in Georgia. Georgia doesn’t
have any top secret locations. Or an even less probable
legend, also found on Reddit, that the skeleton burst into
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flames during an attempt to remove it, killing everyone
involved, keeping its current location a secret—
something that would be just slightly more probable if
Google Images and the Wayback Machine didn’t show
several images of happy and very unsinged people
standing or wading right next to the huge bones, and
lifting some of the smaller bones—apparently from the
wing—high into the air with their hands.
And yet, diligent checking on my part (that is,
clicking through Google results while drinking coffee)
doesn’t disclose where the skeleton might be now.
A definite mystery, and one I do intend to solve—but
first, to track down more info about those other
mysterious deaths on Lake Apopka.

Wickchester University
Library special collections
Djibril Ayad
Last week a couple of the
TFF editors paid a visit to
the special collections
department of the Mary
Anning
Library,
at
Wickchester University. As
well as the manuscripts we
were there to consult
(probably not of much
interest to you), some of the
more unusual items and
curiosities the very friendly
curator showed us were
super interesting, and might serve as writing prompts or
inspirations to any of you. Sadly we were asked not to
take photographs inside, but some of our favorite items
included:
— SEVERAL BOXES OF historical wax seals, dating
from Elizabethan England to the Victorian colonial
administration, mostly in a poor state of preservation,
but one famous example (which we weren’t allowed to
touch) is a poorly copied but generally believed
contemporary forgery of the seal of Robert Carr
Viscount Rochester, dated 1612. It’s impossible to
disprove the theory that a third party forged an official
letter from Rochester as part of some political intrigue,
but the whole story is lost to history.
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— A LATE VICTORIAN Handbook of Botany for
Ladies entirely embroidered (including the words) on
thin linen sheets. Not a huge book, the 60-odd pages
already make it thicker than most print volumes, and the
spine is now in bad shape, but as far as we know this is
a unique copy, not a mass-produced title. The curator
suggests that this was an attempt to make the formal
study of science by young women acceptable, by
combining it with home economics!
— A FORMER CURATOR’S handwritten notes for a
never-executed exhibition of fakes, including 19th cent.
forged Greek vases; a rubbing of the epitaph of
Christopher Marlowe; a clumsily emulated and
photocopied “manuscript” of Mary Shelley; a collection
of modified playing cards used by medium and
charlatan Eusebius Shaw in the early 1900s (that was
sold for surprisingly high price at an auction in 1937,
before being donated to the library in the 60s); letters
negotiating the loan of 20th century forged Latin lead
curse tablets from the local archaeological museum; an
“Egyptian” figurine gifted to a Wickchester biology
professor as a bribe by a student; the Rochester Seal
mentioned just now; a draft proposal (never sent, and
presumably doomed to failure) to request the loan of the
Piltdown Skull from the Natural History Museum in
London; a spurious plaster model purporting to be a cast
of the right hand of the composer Arthur Sullivan,
clearly made well into the 20th century.
— COLLECTION OF PHOTOGRAPH albums, rubbings,
and notebooks full of transcriptions from a local
graveyard enthusiast. Very incomplete, dated 1922-24
and 34-38, and with an eccentric focus—perhaps (we
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wondered) on cemeteries where relatives of the
enthusiast were buried.
— A SET OF 17 scrapbooks filled with newspapers
cuttings, pasted over every inch of the page, often
overlapping or exceeding the margins, detailing every
murder committed in Wickchester between 1968 and
1992, the death of the compiler. This item is on
restricted access because of some disturbing handwritten comments in coloured pencil. The librarians
apparently gossip that police were briefly considering
whether this should be considered evidence.
I bet every research library has a collection of shit
like this! If you ask your local librarian and come up
with any good stories, please let us know.

Antonia Grangeri, Non sorrideva mai. I Libri
dell’Orsa Edizioni, 2002. Pp. 240.
ISBN 1-31-221017-X. €14.00.
Reviewed by Scirocco
The first novel by Antonia
Grangeri (now published in
English translation as She
Never
Smiled.
Syncerus
Books, 2018. Pp. 261. ISBN
978-7-3492-2998-8. £12.99)
brings vampire stories from
dark and foggy castles to the
sun-burnt
and
desolate
landscapes of the South of
Italy at the beginning of the
20th century. The introduction of supernatural events
into the everyday life of a closed rural community might
be described as “magic realism.” However, the reader
shouldn’t expect the heart-warming tenderness of
Garcia Marquez’s or Udhari’s prose. Grangeri’s style is
close to an unexpected encounter between Antani’s
horror tales and Zola’s social realism.
The story is told mostly from the point of view of the
main character, Marietta, a pale-skinned and blue-eyed
vampire. The reader is thrown in the middle of the
events, when Marietta is already a young woman. No
explanation is given about her past or the reasons of her
aberration. Marietta herself is as clueless as the reader
about her condition. The only thing she knows is that
she has to survive. This narrative choice enhances the
aura of mystery that surrounds the protagonist but,
sometimes, seems more like an easy escamotage of the
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author to avoid the effort of building a consistent
background for her characters.
It is difficult to empathize with Marietta. Very
distant from the literary topos of the decadent, dandy-ish
vampire, Marietta does not have moral or aesthetic
dilemmas. She simply applies what she believes is the
most effective strategy to satisfy her needs and remain
alive. Probably to attenuate this de-humanizing
impression, Marietta is shown for the first time when
she’s dealing with the only event during the entire story
that causes her something similar to emotional distress:
the death of her husband. The figure of Giovanni is one
of the most interesting and unpredictable of the whole
book. All Marietta’s relationships are based on fear,
hate or self-preservation, but not the one with Giovanni.
There is no romance or sentimentalism in their bond.
They are just two creatures that, from their very first
meeting, have seen the benefits to come from an
alliance. Nonetheless, Giovanni is the only one who,
even if afraid of his wife (he is crazy but not a fool),
somehow accepts and respects her. Giovanni gives
Marietta a house and an easier life; Marietta gives
Giovanni what he desired the most: four daughters. It
doesn’t matter to Giovanni that none of them is his
biological descendant (he had never touched Marietta),
and he might even suspect what happened to his wife’s
lovers.
Being an uneducated woman in the South of Italy,
Marietta doesn’t know what the reader knows about
vampire stereotypes, so she doesn’t worry about testing
if they are true or not. Actually, besides an excessive
sensibility to sunlight (quite crippling in those lands),
Marietta doesn’t seem to have any issues with things
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such as crucifixes, mirrors or garlic garlands. She even
gives birth to four dark haired girls that look completely
human. Although she has no mentor or guide, Marietta
understands very quickly that she has to hide, to blend
as much as she can in the community. And never, ever
smile.
One of the most convincing aspects of Grangeri’s
opera prima is her lexicon. Not only do the dialogues
between characters sound extremely natural and lifelike, but the word choice in the whole narration is also
consistent with the setting. Never becoming “wrong,”
Grangeri’s non-canonical grammar looks as if it had
been shaped on the story and its atmosphere, and gives
to the reading a very peculiar rhythm.
I first read the novel in its original Italian version and
I would be very curious to discover how the translator
of the Syncerus edition has rendered the same
impression in English. I am not implying it is an attempt
doomed to fail, especially after having seen a few very
successful translations from Italian by Syncerus (Mad
Hart by Antonio Ciacci translated by Tony Little, just to
mention my very favorite), but certainly it is a
challenge.
Through the complicated life of a non-human
creature, Grangeri tells the story of thousands of women
who lived in Italy in the same period and gives a
tragically realistic idea of their life conditions. If
Marietta can somehow secretly react with fierce
violence, murder and cannibalism, all the others
couldn’t and had to repress the same anger and
frustration that drives Marietta to her wildest part.
The academic intent of the author, who teaches
Ethnology at Cagliari University, is not subtle. She
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explicitly uses a gothic story to introduce
anthropological arguments. If we do not count
occasional slips into a quite pedantic attitude, the
experiment can be considered relatively successful. For
the same reason, when the author abandons her comfort
zone and moves away from the cultural history of the
rural south of Italy, the story weakens suddenly and
irreversibly. Her attempt to circularity in the last third of
the book, showing a modern and self-confident Marietta
that has finally learnt how to survive and how to control
and make the most of her qualities, is unbearably
clumsy. Marietta’s choice to come back to trace one of
her descendants to bring with her, is completely
predictable and slightly disappointing.
Grangeri has sufficient literary talent to write
pleasant prose. However, she doesn’t really seem able to
create a solid narrative structure and, even less, to write
about anything that doesn’t concern her scholarly
expertise. Non sorrideva mai is still worth reading, and
not just for the lesson in anthropology.

Michel Foucault, The Birth of Free Will,
translated from the French by Pierre Menard
Routledge Focus, 2019 [1974]. Pp. xvi + 48.
ISBN 978-6-472649-45-8. £46.99 hb/£15.99 pb
Reviewed by Fábio Fernandes.
When reviewing a dead author,
one must be an archaeologist of
sorts. One must read beyond the
mere narrative, and open before
oneself the text like a map, being
careful about the paratexts and
everything that surrounds the
text. This Genettean approach is
very useful in cases like the
chapbook I have in my hands:
The Birth of Free Will, by
Michel Foucault. This is a very
special book, because, among the whole work of the
French philosopher, this is the only one he explicitly
asked that be published only after his death. The fact
that it took so long to finally see the light of day
probably has to do with the fact that it’s about a book
that doesn’t exist. Or rather, about a book that does not
quite exist the way Foucault tells us. An alternate book,
so to speak.
The story behind it, as far as we know: in October
1974, Foucault gave two conference presentations in the
Institute of Social Medicine of the Universidade do
Estado do Rio de Janeiro (UERJ) in Brazil. Two of them
had been published in France the following year, and in
1978 both the UK and the US editions saw the light of
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day. However, this posthumous opuscule seems to tell
us a different story.
According to Foucault’s preface, La naissance du
libre arbitre was indeed a third conference paper, but its
subject was deemed highly controversial then. Ewigkeit,
the world-famous German corporation behind the
Frankenstein Method, was deemed responsible for the
fact that this paper remained unpublished for so long.
According to the translator’s note at the end of the
chapbook, Ute Frank, speaker for the company, issued a
formal statement denying this as soon as Gallimard
announced it was going to publish it.
It goes without saying that this company does not
exist—more on that later.
One should remember that, in the mid-seventies,
Foucault was at the height of his thinking accuracy, and
it shows: in its forty-eight pages, The Birth of Free Will
is a powerful statement of history and its malcontents.
He starts telling us a short history of the Frankenstein
Method, relating it to the invention of the hospital
(subject of one of the Rio conference papers) in the late
eighteenth century:
“This period, not by chance, is the same as the
creation of the Frankenstein Method. The resuscitation
technique invented by the Swiss Victor Frankenstein in
1794 is not only an advance in medical technology but
also a socio-political and religious revolution: it
removes from the hands of God the responsibility for
human life and the power it entails (…)”
Foucault reminds the audience of the books the socalled “monster” (at least according to Mary Shelley in
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Frankenstein, or the Modern Prometheus) read:
Milton’s Paradise Lost makes him aware of his own
predicament as a creature abandoned to his own fate by
the creator, and it is precisely this reading, together with
Plutarch’s Lives, and Goethe’s The Sufferings of Young
Werther, that triggers the events that would lead to the
death of creator and creature, in the cold, desolate Arctic
landscape.
But Foucault asks us to be cautious, remembering
that Mary Shelley was the daughter of the humanist
writer William Godwin and the proto-feminist Mary
Wollstonecraft, two eminent libertarian figures in 18th
century England, and was therefore created along the
rational humanist lines of that time. In his words,
“It is not difficult, therefore, to imagine the need for
the representation of the creator as a figure of capitalist
exploitation, holding—now more literally than ever
before—the power of life and death over his creature,
even though this attack is carried out through the
elaborated stained glass of the Gothic novel: and its
spokesman is the monster, a clear metaphor for the
oppressed class rising up against its manipulator. Mary
Shelley has never been happier in the lessons of
political morals than in the prophecies: the Mensheviks
in the USSR and the Maoists in China are the clearest
example of this.”
I had to read the paragraph above twice: why should
Foucault mention the Mensheviks instead of the
Bolsheviks? Foucault was a Socialist with Communist
inclinations, so why would he erase history here? Why
does he guide us into the woods, so to speak, of a kind
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of parallel Earth where Victor Frankenstein does not
reject the creature, but also sees in it the opportunity to
profit with the technology behind its creation?
After all, it’s not as if Victor Frankenstein was a man
of the Industrial Revolution. He is himself a creature
born of the encyclopedic rationalism that precedes him.
Another clue is in a fragment of Stendhal’s memoirs
presenting Frankenstein’s comments on Spinoza.
The Dutch philosopher is the author of Ethics, the
work that, according to Henry Beyle, cavalry officer for
the Napoleonic Army who is best known for his alias,
Stendhal, really influenced both Victor and William, the
“monster.” And here we find another point of
divergence in this astonishing tale told by Foucault, who
deftly points us to a report by Stendhal about his
meeting with Victor Frankenstein in his castle, days
before his disappearance—a report that I couldn’t find,
of course, because it does not exist.
Spinoza’s Ethics is of utmost importance in the
Frankenstein narrative according to Foucault because of
two fundamental factors: first, the predominance of the
concept of immanence over that of transcendence,
which leads to the proposition that there is no God as a
creative force outside his creation, but as a creator and
creature at the same time; this literal idea is not the
principle that will motivate Frankenstein in his
obsession to recreate life, but what it implies: the God of
our ancestors becomes nothing more than a superstition.
There is no divine punishment, because there is no
hierarchical categorization: God is everything, he is in
everything. We are, therefore, God.
This is quite interesting in terms of worldbuilding,
for here Foucault gives us the cornerstone of the
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capitalist principle: since there is no God but us, we can
transform nature at will. Therefore, all the benefits come
from us, and to us they must come back.
Hence Mary Shelley’s inaccuracy, in Foucault’s
view, in her search for a strong image that would
translate the entire impact of creation: the alleged need
for atonement would make Victor be amazed and
suddenly aware of the sin against Nature, and flee in
fear. Would it not make more sense for Frankenstein’s
Enlightenment stance for him to contemplate the
creature both with fear (as he had just overcome a
barrier never before crossed by a human being), but also
with joy for the same reason—and raise his hands, arms
towards you, shouting, like Michelangelo to his Moses,
“Parla!”?
“For it is from Frankenstein’s invention that man
performs a fundamental transformation in his attitude
towards Science: everything is possible, therefore
everything is allowed. If the recreation of life,
previously only possible by beings said to be superior
(we immediately remember the biblical account of the
resurrection of Lazarus by Christ), now it is not only
possible but practicable and endorsed even by the
Protestant Church, although in the beginning only
liberal Calvinism, and they reluctantly, dare to side with
Frankenstein, or rather, the nobility that sponsored and
supported him, so even the most crazy and discredited
projects take shape: it is the Era of Inventions, or New
Renaissance, as some New Right historians want to
exaggerate. In any case, this fever has taken over
Europe and the Americas for about three decades, and,
despite the absurd amount of inventions without the
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slightest sense or practical purpose, bequeathed us
advances such as the transoceanic airship, the
differential machine, advanced neurology and the
hospital intensive care unit.”
Foucault also reminds us of the untimely demise of
Victor Frankenstein, in circumstances never totally
explained:
“In 1813, on the occasion of Napoleon’s Austrian
campaign, Prussia secretly sent its troops to the
Frankenstein Mansion, in order to prevent the secret of
the Method, until then exclusive to European royalty,
from falling into the hands of Bonaparte. Here it is
necessary to quote Stendhal again, this time briefly in
his biography of Napoleon: having himself been a noncommissioned officer of the Dragons of the French
army, at the same time he was sent on another secret
mission to capture Frankenstein. The defense he would
find there, both from the Prussian soldiers and from the
servants themselves and the Frankenstein family, was so
wild and desperate that it resulted in many deaths and a
fire that destroyed all the equipment, notes, the Doctor
and his creatures. Victor’s body, however, was never
found, which gave rise to many later speculations.”
Regarding the foundation of the company invented
by Foucault, Ewigkeit. Even though Doktor Georg Faust
(who was a doctor of medicine but also chemist,
philosopher and astronomer, among other activities—a
typical Renaissance man, Foucault calls him) had no
contact with Frankenstein as far as anyone knew, there
are quite a few revelations that Foucault makes in his
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paper, revelations he claimed to have exhaustively
researched in libraries across Europe:
“(Faust) presents documentation signed by Dr.
Victor himself as his will and testament, transferring the
rights to use the Method and permission to transfer
material to the then incipient hospitals, committing
himself to send the vital fluid and train specialized staff
to use the equipment.”
But maybe the most interesting part of the text is
when Foucault lifts the curtain to show us what we
might well call “the dark side” of the Method:
“The agreement signed by Faust and the hospitals in
Europe stated that the Method would be introduced with
equipment and training of personnel under two
conditions: 1a.) that the hygiene conditions of the
hospitals were impeccable; and 2a.) that the formula for
the vital fluid conducting electricity be kept secret. The
first condition was a fundamental factor (along with the
invention of the rifle, which we mentioned in the
previous conference) for the improvement of hospitals,
previously considered places to die. Then, the franchise
system and the Intensive Care Unit were born at once.”
As I wrote in the beginning of this review, the
company that, in Foucault’s words, virtually manages to
further Capitalism to its actual condition, does not exist.
But the foundational narrative of Ewigkeit is not only
intriguing but also dazzling in its complexity.
Mentioning yet other texts of that time (including an
essay supposedly written by Goethe), Foucault describes
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a strange man, always dressed in black, who
accompanied Faust everywhere, giving him strength and
encouraging him to go on, even when the difficulties
seemed almost insurmountable. And the Foucaultian
master stroke: Faust himself would call him
Mephistopheles, not in the biblical sense, but
Machiavellian: anticipating the savage capitalist
behavior, the strange man argued that everything was
valid in the name of progress, even the sacrifice of some
lives, a fact that is just trivialized by the gift that they
would be bequeathing to humanity. It is a remarkably
Frankensteinian attitude, even though Dr. Victor was
not the exclusive holder of the rights to the cold and
calculating reasoning prevalent among the scientific
class in the eighteenth century.
Foucault’s writing is mesmerizing, so it took me a
while to understand the whole thing. The carefully
elaborated worldbuilding around these narratives from
the late eighteenth and the early nineteenth century
shows us a new aspect of the Foucaultian work: the
history of madness. In this case, however, not the
incarceration of people deemed mad by society, such as
homosexuals. Foucault is talking about the collective
madness of Capitalism in its very beginning.
The fact that he chooses Faust as the focal point is
significant: a few years later, Marshall Berman would
do the same in All That Is Solid Melts Into Air. In all
probability, Berman didn’t have the chance to read this
paper, that now we know has never happened, but it’s
instead a very elaborate joke with a serious punchline,
and even a postscript of sorts: Pierre Menard, who is
credited as the translator to English, happens to be the
protagonist of Jorge Luis Borges’s story “Pierre
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Menard, Author of the Quixote.” A careful search
doesn’t give away any other clue about this person.
One wonders if anything about this book is real—
including the original authorship. Could it be a hoax the
kind of which the Wu Ming Collective in Italy used to
do using the name of the former soccer player Luther
Blissett? Could it be that Michel Foucault never really
wrote this conference paper at all? Maybe we’ll never
know, but does it matter, really? As the Italians say, se
non è vero è ben trovato: even if it’s not true, it’s wellconceived. Very well indeed, and we are the richer for
it.

Ambiguity Sky, ed. Rhea Chidiebube.
Special Issue: Outsiders Extirpate Dark
Fantasy (Summer 2019). Pp 198. $9.99
(formerly online at ambiguitysky.com).
Reviewed by Michael M. Jones
One of the oddest publishing
stories of 2019 was the brief
resurgence of Ambiguity Sky
after an eleven-year hiatus—a
return which came and went so
quickly, it was painfully easy
to overlook. Long-time fans
might
remember
this
magazine, which ran from
2000-2008 with a focus on
dark fantasy and Lovecraftian aesthetics, and ceased
publication abruptly after editor Rhea Chidiebube
accepted a full-time job managing a local NigerianAmerican cultural outreach program in Detroit. Even
after that program was shuttered due to budgetary
cutbacks in 2015, Chidiebube showed no inclination to
return to Ambiguity Sky, or to the science fiction/fantasy
community in general, turning her attention to political
activism with a side of cupcake recipes on Twitter.
In January 2019, she announced plans to relaunch
Ambiguity Sky with a special “Outsiders Extirpate Dark
Fantasy” issue, contingent upon a successful
crowdfunding campaign. “Who doesn’t feel like an
outsider?” she wrote in her introductory post.
“Humanity has a natural tendency to divide itself into
groups, factions, us vs. them, insiders vs. outsiders. I
want stories which truly capture that feeling of
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alienation, exclusion, loneliness, and disconnection. I
want the voices of the dispossessed and disgruntled, the
ones who feel left out, pushed away, ostracized. Give
me tales of standing outside the door and being
uninvited from the party.”
The response was enthusiastic, and the crowdfunding
campaign successful, hitting stretch goals for extra
authors, a print edition to go along with the digital
version, interior art, and even an ebook collection of the
magazine’s previous issues. Ambiguity Sky opened for
submissions on March 1st and closed on March 31st,
racking up hundreds of submissions by the end. On July
1st, the “Outsiders Extirpate Dark Fantasy” issue went
live on the Ambiguity Sky website… and that’s when
things got weird.
Physical rewards from the campaign, including
promised contributor copies, were never sent out. The
ebook collection of previous issues never materialized,
and Chidiebube ceased posting updates, both to the
campaign page and on Ambiguity Sky’s website. It was
as though as soon as the issue went live, Chidiebube—
who had apparently been running the entire process
singlehandedly—lost all interest and had no intention of
fulfilling any further requirements. Within days, she’d
deleted her social media and public contact information.
Several weeks later, Chiediebube issued refunds to her
backers, without any further explanation or elaboration.
To further confuse things, everyone involved in the
issue reported payment, including authors and artists, so
it’s not clear just what was going on behind the scenes.
On August 1st, 2019, the website went dark, taking
the “Outsiders” issue with it, leaving behind
innumerable questions and a great deal of confusion.
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Was this some sort of performance art? A political
statement? Did Rhea Chidiebube attempt a glorious
return, only to go down in flames? Was this a bizarre
attempt at money laundering? Only one person knows…
and she’s not talking to anyone. Repeated attempts to
speak with her have gone unanswered in the months
since.
However, even though the website no longer exists,
the Internet remembers everything, and so copies of
Ambiguity Sky, rescued from oblivion via the Wayback
Machine, still make the rounds. Naturally, I had to take
a deeper look at this fleeting phenomenon. With nearly
two dozen short stories and flash pieces making up the
table of contents, it’s beyond this column’s purview to
address every offering, so I’m covering a selection
which seemed most representative of the contents.
First up, we have “By the Teeth of Your Skin,” by
Val Calente, a sharp-edged work of visceral horror,
about a genderfluid werewolf who spends the night of
the full moon clawing at their own skin to reveal
something darker and angrier underneath. There’s a
rawness to the prose, and an unsettling ambiguity to the
ending which will leave readers wondering just who, or
what, the unnamed narrator is at heart.
Compared to that, “By Thy Name I Know Thee,”
by Ike C. Malen, is far more upbeat. It starts off as your
stereotypical urban fantasy procedural, featuring a hardboiled detective with magic powers—he’s a leprechaun
whose pot of gold has run dry—who accepts a job from
a femme fatale, only to run afoul of an old enemy. But
in this setting, an unspecified American metropolis,
names have power. R. Stiltskin is an expert at that game,
and he doesn’t play fair at all. A fun story whose
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ending, while clever, doesn’t resonate with the theme as
well as it could have.
April Duluth’s “Third Door on the Left” feels like
a return to Ambiguity Sky’s earlier roots, with its
Lovecraftian aesthetic and its focus upon a hapless
traveler—in this case a woman driving home for the
holidays who encounters a blizzard and must seek
shelter at a roadside motel—who stumbles across an
unspeakable horror. With nods to Psycho and its
evocation of the uncertainty of traveling through
unfamiliar territory, this story will have readers making
sure every door and window is securely locked before
they go to bed… especially the bathroom door.
Despite its groan-worthy title, “Allah Be Seein’ Ya”
by Sabreen Farooq is a brutally honest examination of
Islamophobia in contemporary America, as seen through
the eyes of a Muslim woman who’s stalked and
terrorized by her new small-town neighbors, who might
not even be human. Determined to find a peaceful
solution, she’s ultimately forced to fight for her very
life. More psychological horror than outright fantasy,
this story reserves its biggest twist for the end, which
reframes the entire narrative in a new light and may
necessitate multiple readings.
Joe Langdon’s “Nothing but Clowns” is definitely
a callback to Ambiguity Sky’s splatterpunk days. It’s a
gore-soaked, unapologetic mess of a story whose
unlikeable hero, a frustrated introvert, succumbs to his
darkest impulses at a comic book convention, only to be
confronted by the ultra-edgy anti-heroes he idolizes.
With its inclusion of sexual assault and graphic
violence, this isn’t for the faint of heart, and may even
be the least pleasant offering of the lot.
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Luckily, we then get “An Empire of Regret,” by
Greer Mathis, which uses delicately crafted prose and a
poetic sensibility to depict a post-apocalyptic world
inhabited by the now-sentient virus which wiped out
humanity. With its fable-like structure, this story
straddles the lines between science fiction and fantasy,
especially with its suggestion that history has, and will
always, repeat itself.
The last piece worth discussing is Ariel dos Santos’
“You.” Told in second person, future progressive tense,
it casts the reader as the protagonist, carrying them
through an increasingly bizarre chain of circumstances
as they read the story of their own inevitable demise.
“You will turn the page,” it says, “and skim the next few
lines, wondering just where this is going.” It’s the sort
of story which breaks the unspoken rules of narrative,
risks offending the reader, and ends in mid-sentence…
and it may be the perfect story to represent this entire
oddball issue. Because “Outsiders Extirpate Dark
Fantasy” feels both like a challenge to the genre and a
bold statement.
Most notable is Chidiebube’s choice to select only
previously unpublished authors, explicitly rejecting
established writers and familiar names in favor of those
she quite possibly considered industry outsiders. It’s
safe to say, though, that we can expect interesting things
from some, if not all, of the contributors.
Ambiguity Sky’s return might have been brief, but
this issue, in its inexplicable weirdness and inconclusive
existence, may well linger as an artifact of the cultural
landscape. Well worth checking out, if just to participate
in the experience.

Robert Finch, Lake Wildwood. Labuda Books,
2020. Pp. 101. ISBN 2-402-68110-7. $12.00
Reviewed by Djibril Ayad
This slim novel, published
posthumously from the notes
of long-retired and recently
deceased author Robert Finch,
is billed as “a natural mystery,”
and indeed bears many of the
hallmarks of a crime or noir
story (although as I’ll argue, I
don’t think it succeeds as
either). With a cast of
characters straight out of
Thoreau, a narrative that can’t
decide if it’s bleak realist or supernatural horror, and
choppy prose that veers wildly from rich, velvet poetry,
via overwritten identity crisis, to Tolkeinesque naivety,
this book ultimately disappoints, and does no service to
Finch’s reputation.
All the action takes place in this under-developed
area around the eponymous lake, which is situated in a
fictional, posh and residential part of central California.
The characters are a mix of wild cliché and Twin Peaks
fuck-fest. Isidore is a retired monk, living a reclusive
life in this privileged community, engaging with others
only rarely, but clearly the most and only competent
person there, and one we’re constantly sure will save the
day. Lupus Patton is an eccentric rock star, currently
laying low during a period of “creative differences”
from his fellow band-members; apart from some
trademark “wacky” behavior and heavily spooned-on
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arrogance, Lupus is the most boring and undeveloped
character. Keavey Newell is a gourmet chef and
frazzled mom, taking a break without her family for a
week or two; she clearly needs the time to recover her
mojo, but spends the whole time feeling guilty and
resisting the temptation to flee back to her family
(ironically, less so once things start getting scary).
Gilroy Brook is a burnt-out CEO of a company that
specializes in buying up and asset-stripping dotcom
start-ups, on an enforced sabbatical while recovering
from a nervous breakdown, who has the instinct to take
charge whenever possible, but no one else has the
inclination to follow. All of these characters have slept
with at least one person among the major or minor
characters, some with almost everyone.
The settings, including the off-season gated
community, more than half of whose condos are
currently unoccupied, the idyllic but dark and dangerous
lake itself, and the undeveloped and isolated woods on
the far shore where most of the fear and suspicion seem
to be directed, are almost characters themselves. The
Lake Wildwood community is a little pretentious, but
she’s adolescent and so still learning her own voice, so
we forgive her. She’s lonely, has too few friends, and
those show less loyalty to her than she does to them.
The lake is pretty, welcoming, polite, but we never see
what’s below his surface and so we can’t trust him. The
woods are drunk, dangerous, foreign, an outsider, a
character to be feared from a distance by our
protagonists rather than one whose POV or voice we
ever experience firsthand.
The first half of this slender novel teases us with the
idea of what crime can be committed at all in this
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panopticon-like, incestuous community. We are
delivered clues in the guise of over-written studies of
identity and loss, character development as scene-setting
rather than literary narrative, bed-hopping not as
titillation or romantic comedy but as a series of set
pieces on a valance-sheeted stage. Once we finally learn
the crime, it is so outrageous and incomprehensible that
a paranormal origin seems inevitable, especially given
Isidore’s esoteric learning and Keavey’s increasingly
desperate rational atheism. The second half of the book
then proceeds to unravel the mystery itself, taking the
tone of a noir thriller, but without the pathos and the
proceduralism the genre requires. Disappointingly, not
only does the book fail to fulfill any of the genres it
teases—it’s not noir, the mystery is barely a crime, the
paranormal never materializes, the story is far too plotdriven for literary—but it fails either to satisfy as a
reading experience or to surprise with its
unconventionality or slipstream content.
At the end one really wonders whether Finch wrote
this book, or whether his estate recruited a hack or an
agent to turn half-written notes into a story to capitalize
on his name. Either way, Lake Wildwood is a pretty
terrible piece of work to inflict on the world and, even
more so, on the poor man’s reputation. Can we pretend
this didn’t happen?

Adel Abeda (and Rika Zorne), The Velocity of
Inertia. London: Bloomsbury, 2019. Pp. 237. ISBN
978-1-4742-9927-5. $20.99
Reviewed by J. Moufawad-Paul
There are times when a novel’s
mythology
precedes
its
publication. Adel Abeda’s The
Velocity of Inertia is precisely this
kind of novel and, as such, it is
difficult to review. Edited and
rewritten by Abeda’s wife, the
critically acclaimed photographer
and poet Rika Zorne, the literary
presentation of Velocity is beyond
reproach; you cannot read this
book without being impressed by its style. But Zorne’s
participation in the publication contributes to its
mythology since the awareness that every sentence of
Abeda’s draft was rewritten by Zorne immediately
makes the reader suspicious of the quality of the original
manuscript. Moreover, it reminds the reader of Abeda’s
absence and the fact that the authorial void might be
more interesting than the novel.
To date, all of the glowing reviews of Velocity have
refused to directly address its pre-existing mythology. It
has been compared to an eclectic and contradictory list
of influences: Wind-Up Bird era Murakami, Bolaño,
Borges, Sriduangkaew, Samatar, Delany, Carter, and
even Pessoa. In all of these reviews, the real life story
behind the existence of Velocity is rarely addressed.
When it is addressed it appears in the odd throwaway
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sentence. Largely it haunts each and every review.
Which is why I think it is worth examining.
As Zorne claims in her introduction to the novel,
Abeda mysteriously vanished at some point last year.
Although the police and some journalists have implied
that Abeda chose to disappear and start a new life
because his wife began to entertain numerous women
lovers, Zorne argues in the introduction that this was an
arrangement Abeda had accepted for years preceding his
disappearance, that they had an open marriage, and the
official police interpretation was a “chauvinist
justification for the fact that cops are competent only
when they are pursuing their true function, defending
the ruling class.” (iii) Already we are presented with a
mythology that is as interesting as any novel.
Then there is the fact that Adel Abeda already
possessed some notoriety in academic circles. His
doctoral thesis, the result of a joint PhD in mathematics
and physics, is the only book he would see published
before he vanished. This book, The Dialectics of
Mathematics and Physics (oddly subtitled “the science
of science”), is a strange work of theory now relegated
to obscurity. Dialectics was originally released with a
small but significant fanfare, thanks to some of its initial
endorsements, but was quickly pushed to the margins.
Within a year of its publication Dialectics would be
denounced in multiple journals. For example, a former
colleague of mine wrote a rather damning review that
concluded: “At least it’s not like reading Derrida,
because you get the sense that Abeda knows what he’s
talking about. The problem, however, is that when I
read Derrida I want to know what Derrida means
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because the prose is somewhat engaging. Whereas with
this book I find myself woefully bored.”
That Abeda’s Dialectics began with two epigraphs
from Marx and Engels only made this work more
obscure: was it mathematics, physics, or social science–
–what the hell was this mad project? “We know only a
single science, the science of history,” was the first
epigraph. And the second was: “Where speculation
ends, where real life starts, there consequently begins
real, positive science, the expounding of practical
activity, of the practical process of the development of
humans.” These epigraphs perhaps contributed to the
book’s obscurity. Although there were some––including
myself––who bought Dialectics because these epigraphs
promised a social theorization of the so-called “hard”
sciences, others dismissed the book because they felt the
epigraphs “politically tainted” a scientific monograph.
There was a small audience of readers who were also
fans of Alain Badiou who initially thought this book
was the next chic theory, a bridge between social theory
and science, but who became even more confused with
Abeda than they had been with Badiou. The book
seemed doomed to vanish, just like its author.
So this is the mythology that precedes The Velocity
of Inertia. There is the story of the author’s previous
work and his disappearance. There is also the story of
Rika Zorne’s abandonment by her vanished husband
and the fact that, in the space of his disappearance, she
chose to make Abeda’s unreadable attempt at fiction
readable. In doing so, Zorne built the scaffolding of the
mythology: barely anyone would have known or cared
about Abeda’s disappearance had Zorne not used her
credentials as a critically acclaimed artist, along with
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her proficiency in the written word, to push Velocity
into publication. The question, then, is whether or not
this mythology prevents us from critically apprehending
or enjoying the book. The only way to think this
question, though, is to engage with the novel’s central
conceits.
The Velocity of Inertia is about characters who live at
different levels of speed. More precisely, it is about
something that Abeda/Zorne call “speed dimensions,”
where parallel dimensions are separated by varying
levels of velocity: particles moving at different speeds
in one dimension were only in that dimension because
they are moving faster––and thus moving through and
around––the particles that composed a slower
dimension, and so on and so on. That which moved
faster than light was another dimensional reality and
whatever moved faster than light in that dimension was
yet another dimensional reality so that “universes were
living on top of each other, transparencies upon
transparencies upon transparencies; and none were
aware of the existence of the other because they could
not perceive the terms of velocity.” (25)
The story of this novel concerns someone from a
higher dimension of velocity who is trapped in our
dimension, stranded because of an unexplained freak
accident. Because he is from a higher level of speed, he
can move absurdly fast but not fast enough to return
home. He spends large parts of the novel trying to return
home, afraid that the slowness of the level to which he
has descended will freeze him in time forever. He can
never breach the speed of light in our dimension and
thus is always pulled back into what his dimension
understands as inertia. The fact that this character can
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move at a different speed from humans in our dimension
leads to terrible restlessness. When he lived in his own
dimension his speed was normal––it seemed to him as
our speed seems to us––but stranded in our dimension
he is possessed by a nervous velocity. A large part of
the protagonist’s desire to go home is because he desires
“the calmness of inertia.” (113)
At this point it is worth wondering if Abeda’s
science-fiction conceits are generated by his training as
a scientist. But The Dialectics of Mathematics and
Physics is so opaque that it is nearly impossible for the
layperson to connect Abeda’s actual scientific expertise
with the novel he drafted and Zorne made readable.
“The world is fragmented but it should not be
fragmented,” Abeda writes in the introduction of
Dialectics: “It seems to be always marked by fissures,
fragmentations,
and
particulars
that
require
specialization. We must fight against a system that
breeds over-specialization.” A strange claim to make at
the beginning of a book that was so over-specialized as
to render itself arcane to anyone who did not possess
doctorates in both physics and mathematics. Therefore,
is it worth speculating whether The Velocity of Inertia is
an answer to this contradictory claim? It seems unlikely
since the novel is largely about fragmentation.
As noted at the outset of this review, the story behind
this novel’s existence overdetermines any attempt to
understand it on its own terms. The most intriguing
moments of The Velocity of Inertia are those moments
where the reader cannot help but read Abeda’s current
vanishment according to the novel’s logic, since the
novel’s draft, as Zorne tells us in the introduction, was
“left in the wake of Adel’s disappearance.” (ii) And it is
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precisely at the point in the novel where Abeda
mockingly plays with Kant’s categories of phenomena
and noumena that we are caught within his
disappearance’s wake.
Midway through Velocity the protagonist is told a
story by one of the mysterious characters he encounters
on his search for a way home. This story concerns a
world where things appear differently than what they
really are and about “the terrifying absence” (112) of the
latter category. As Zorne notes in her introduction, her
missing husband’s “overwrought academicism” (ix)
meant that he wrote this section according to the
aforementioned Kantian categories and that, in the
original manuscript, there was also “a rather unengaging
philosophical exegesis.” (x) But the way in which they
are retained and transformed by Zorne’s rewriting might
still render the text abstruse: “We can never see the
world as it actually is,” the character the protagonist
encounters argues, “but only its appearance––as it is
presented to us––so we’re always alienated from what is
truly real. But imagine that unbeknownst to us the
noumenal world, the world that we can never see, is
slowly disintegrating and we are unaware that we are
becoming stranded in appearance without foundation. A
ghost world, a world that is only phenomenal with just
the illusion of depth, and how would we ever know
when everything that provides us with meaning begins
to vanish if we cannot access the real?” (120) If this
story is intended to be a metaphor of the protagonist’s
loss of his home dimension, it is somewhat awkward
since the categories do not appear properly analogical.
Zorne might have eliminated much of her missing
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husband’s awkward prose, but a level of estrangement
persists.
Such estrangement becomes more evocative as the
Kantian story continues: the man in this story within a
story goes out into the world and realizes that the
foundation of reality is vanishing. Although he cannot
see the noumena he learns to recognize the connections
and discovers that only some phenomena are based on
what actually exists. “Everything became unreal, like
objects that exist without particles moving at high speed
to produce these objects, horribly alienated. Nobody
else could see what was happening. He began to search
out those objects that he knew were not mere
appearance. He decided that these were the only real
things in the world: a fork, a teacup, an ashtray, a box of
crayons, a Christmas ornament.” (124) This story within
a story concludes when this man who can see behind
“the veil of phenomena” (118) one day looks in a mirror
and realizes that he himself “lacked the noumenal
equivalent, that he possessed no real self, and finally
understood that his attempt to save reality was
meaningless. Because if his own connection to things in
themselves was absent, how could he even trust that
those objects he had saved were themselves real? He
had vanished and, with him, so had the world.” (126)
One is tempted to read this Kantian story within a
story as a clue regarding Abeda’s disappearance,
particularly since it overshadows the rest of the
narrative. We cannot even begin to read this novel
without already knowing the background of the author’s
mythology; Zorne’s introduction disallows a naive
reading. The author has vanished and, along with his
vanishment, so has his fictional world. But we also
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know that, according to those parts of The Dialectics of
Mathematics and Physics that are not opaque, Abeda
agreed with Quentin Meillassoux that Kant enacted a
“Ptolemaic counter-revolution” against the Copernican
Hypothesis. Hence The Velocity of Inertia’s use of Kant
must be ironic even when it seems to tell us something
about the mythology behind the book, namely Abeda’s
disappearance. And perhaps it is okay that this fact
conditions our ability to assess, or even enjoy, the novel.
Without the novel’s publication we would not care
about Abeda; without his disappearance we might not
care about the novel. We might not ever get behind this
novel’s phenomenal reality to what it would otherwise
mean in-itself, but that is part of what makes it an
intriguing read.

Surradia: A Retrospective. Musée National d’Art
Moderne, 2019–20. Admission €14.00.
Reviewed by Gwen C. Katz
Portrait of Three Women with an Owl
PARIS, France: Some
artistic movements are not
fully appreciated until after
the artists’ time. Some
enjoy immediate fame, only
to fade from the spotlight
as the years pass. And then
there are the movements
that, through no fault of the
artists, never quite have
their moment in the sun. Into this third category falls the
subject of the Musée National d’Art Moderne
(MNAM)’s excellent new exhibition, Surradia: A
Retrospective.
Surradia has frequently been misclassified as a
subgenre of surrealism (Gardner’s Art Through the
Ages still makes this mistake as of the 16th edition).
Thus, the surradists, when they are shown at all, are
often relegated to a small “female artists” corner of a
larger surrealist exhibition.
Many critics and historians are predisposed to
dismiss female artists out of hand. Women’s art is often
seen as small, personal, and unambitious, with little to
say about the outside world. Surradia, with its themes of
self-knowledge, may initially seem like an easy target
for such criticisms. However, within the intimacy of the
surradists’ art we find incisive and groundbreaking
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attitudes in stark contrast to the modest domesticity
expected of female artists.
But the greatest barrier the surradists have faced is
undoubtedly the movement’s abrupt and enigmatic
ending. Disappearing as they did in the midst of the
German occupation of France, they left no heirs, few
connections in the art world, and a long list of
unanswered questions. Who is the artist of the unsigned
canvas known as “Portrait of Three Women with an
Owl?” Were they responsible for the fate of the SS
officer who occupied Vidal’s house? Do they have any
connection to the legendary Fox Girl of Fontainebleau?
We may never know. But the MNAM exhibition
provides tantalizing new clues.
Like many art movements, the boundaries of surradia
are difficult to define, and some have argued that
surradist scholars are too prone to classify artists by the
manner of their death rather than the content of their art.
MNAM, however, chooses to focus on the three artists
who are almost universally acknowledged as the heart
of the movement: Alice Penderwood, Corine Moriceau,
and Amaya Vidal.
The auburn-haired Penderwood came to Paris from
Connecticut in 1936 as the lover of André Breton. She
received much critical acclaim for her early work, such
as “The Debutante” (1937), which already featured the
recurring motif of a fox. But though she was fascinated
by the psychological side of surrealism, she often
clashed with the opinionated surrealist leader. When
asked her opinion about woman’s role as the male
artist’s muse, her reply was one word: “Bullshit.”
Unsurprisingly, she soon left Breton and began
developing her own style. An avid cook, she abandoned
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oil paints and began making her own egg tempera using
natural pigments, creating paintings with jewel-like
tones that evoke medieval art. Later, beginning with
“Procession at the Penderwood Estate” (c. 1938),
leaves, twigs, dirt, and other natural materials began to
enter her work. The MNAM exhibition has done an
admirable job establishing a chronology out of these
often-undated pieces.
The Dominican-born Moriceau also began her art
career among the surrealists, who she initially met as a
model. But unlike the brash Penderwood, 19-year-old
Moriceau felt intimidated among so many famous
names. She rarely spoke at gatherings. While she
painted prolifically, she hesitated to show or sell her
work, much of which she gave away to friends or
family. MNAM has managed to locate two of these
previously uncatalogued works: “A Young Girl
Discovers the Phases of the Moon” and “The Invention
of Music” (both c. 1936). Close friends with
Penderwood, she left the surrealist group shortly after
her friend did.
Moriceau is easily the most overlooked of the
surradists, and it’s refreshing to see an exhibition finally
acknowledge her central role in the movement. Her
work is deeply personal, featuring lone individuals in
fantastical versions of homelike settings. Moriceau’s
large eyes and heart-shaped face appear on the subjects
of her paintings, whether male or female. Her most
common motif is a white stag, appearing either as a
whole animal, a human with antlers, or, as in “The
Pantry of Grandmother Night” simply a pair of
antlers in the background. Several excellent essays have
already explored the question of why Moriceau’s animal
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avatar was a stag and not, as might be expected, a doe;
however, the MNAM exhibition does not touch on this
question.
Vidal, a French-born artist of Argentinian descent,
was unique in her refusal to associate with the
surrealists, though their influence is nevertheless
apparent in her work. The eldest of the surradists, she
already had a successful art career by the mid-1930s.
Most of the writing about Vidal has focused on her
eccentric lifestyle, wearing elaborate feathered gowns
and allowing her beloved Persian cats to eat off her
plate, and MNAM does fall into this trap, exhibiting
several of her surviving outfits. But it also features a
broad selection of her dark, eerie paintings with their
themes of death and decay. The animal that appears
most frequently in Vidal’s work is, curiously, not a cat,
but an owl.
Vidal was the inventor of the split-canvas motif that
would become so distinctive over the next two years. A
wall, tree, or other barrier divides the canvas into two
scenes which are interrelated, yet subtly different.
“Memory of Autumn” (1933) depicts a forest that is in
leaf on one side of the painting and bare on the other. In
“Portrait of Alice Penderwood” (1939), Penderwood
passes through a gateway and comes out wearing a steel
breastplate. Are the two sides past and present, or dream
and reality? Or, perhaps, are both sides equally illusory?
All three surradists would delve deep into this enigma
during their time together.
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In 1938, Vidal
invited Penderwood
and Moriceau to
leave Paris and
come stay at her
house in Fontainebleau, and over the
following
year,
surradia truly came
into its own. There has been much speculation about the
nature of this living situation, particularly between
Penderwood and Moriceau, and several affectionate
letters between the two featured in the exhibition will no
doubt add fuel to the fire. It was here that Moriceau
coined the name “surradia,” which, she claims, came to
her in a dream.
Art lovers may find the next room of the exhibition
difficult to stomach. After the French surrender, the
surrealists scattered, relying on American friends or
even arranged marriages to get out of Europe, but the
surradists lacked their connections and were forced to
remain. A division of SS officers led by the brutish
Oberführer Baer occupied Vidal’s house, where they
forced the women to cook and clean for them and
defaced their artwork. I admit I was unable to maintain
scholarly objectivity at the sight of the paintings that
had been slashed with knives or painted with crude Nazi
slogans. Saddest of all, the exhibition includes several
photos of Penderwood’s lost masterpiece “Who Are
You, Silent One?” (c. 1939), which was burned in the
bonfire of July 27, 1942 in the gardens of Jeu de Paume.
We don’t know what incident proved to be the
breaking point for the surradists, but we do know that in
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early 1940, the three women abandoned their house to
the Nazis and fled into the woods, leaving their artwork
behind.
Most of the locals assumed Baer had killed the
women, and this opinion is still held by some in the art
world to this day. But the postwar discovery of a small
log lean-to in the woods reveals a different fate. The
lean-to had apparently been abandoned for some time. It
was in disrepair and, based on the strong animal smell,
various creatures had used it as a den. Several types of
scat were found inside, as well as an abandoned birds’
nest near the fire hole. It contained a cooking pot, an
axe, three moss-lined sleeping pallets, and the crown
jewel of the MNAM exhibition: The unsigned painting
“Portrait of Three Women with an Owl” (c. 1940),
painted on a wooden panel using only natural pigments.

The three women in the painting are unmistakable.
But which one was the artist? Wisely, MNAM takes no
position on this question. The owl, of course, suggests
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Vidal. The use of natural materials points to
Penderwood, though it may have been a matter of
simple necessity. And the setting—a kitchen that
resembles a medieval alchemy lab—most closely aligns
with Moriceau’s work. The three women surround a
cauldron, each holding a long spoon handle, two
wearing ordinary clothes while the third is clad in leaves
and lichen. A vaulted archway divides the room. On one
side are Penderwood and most of Moriceau in a dark
brick room stocked with bottles of mysterious
substances. On the other side is Vidal with her owl on
her shoulder, but now the kitchen is made entirely of
old, knobby trees, one growing into the next.
The surradists, it seems, survived in the woods for
several months.
What became of them? The final room of the
exhibition is devoted to this question. Three artworks of
uncertain provenance that have been attributed to the
surradists are on display. One, a landscape that showed
up at an auction in Chicago, attributed to Penderwood,
is almost certainly a hoax, but the two Vidals—one
found in an abandoned house in Fontainebleau, the other
recovered from the basement of a church—are much
more intriguing. Found in 1949 and 1952 respectively,
each set off a wave of speculation that the artist was still
alive. Forensic experts have verified the works’
authenticity, but it’s impossible to determine when they
were originally painted.
Here the otherwise strong exhibition finally falters,
devoting the entire back wall to an overly credulous
display of mysteries and enigmas that have been linked
to the surradists over the years. There are several
newspaper articles covering the rash of unusual animal
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encounters in the Seine-et-Marne area in the postwar
years, including multiple sightings of leucistic deer and
one case of an owl that flew into a house and refused to
leave. One amusing (if unconvincing) inclusion is the
original drawing of the Fox Girl of Fontainebleau, a
cryptid sighted by a 14-year-old girl in 1976. She
claimed she was walking in the woods when she saw a
woman with wild red hair, dressed in a tunic made of
animal skins. The woman ran into a copse of trees and,
when the girl reached the copse, she found nothing but a
fox fleeing into the underbrush. The story has been
widely discredited—the reporter who first broke the
story was a notorious hoaxer—but there are still
scattered claims of sightings to this day.
The centerpiece of this final room, however, is an
exhibit on the death of Oberführer Baer. Baer was found
dead in the living room of Vidal’s house on December
4, 1940. His body was covered in bruises and
contusions, there were bite marks on his arms, and his
face had been gouged by a bird’s talons. The windows
and doors of the house were thrown open, the floor
scattered with leaf litter that had apparently blown in.
The coroner ruled that he had been mauled to death
by wild animals, and though the ever-paranoid Vichy
police classified it as a murder and investigated the
whole town on the suspicion that someone might have
somehow lured the beasts inside and set them on him,
they were unable to determine who could have staged
such a bizarre crime. Baer’s death remains unsolved to
this day. The exhibition features Baer’s torn SS
uniform, as well as the original police photos of the
crime scene, laid out for the viewer to piece together.
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Surradia is a beautiful and deeply underappreciated
movement, one that was cut short before its time by its
creators’ sudden disappearance. One can’t help but
speculate how the history of 20th-century art might have
gone differently had the artists survived the war and
gone on to take their rightful place in the art world. This
extensive and well-curated exhibition is sure to spark
renewed interest in these extremely interesting women
and their art, as well as in the natural world they loved
so much. I myself, while I was composing this review,
was struck to see a large gray owl perched on the fence
outside my window, fluffing its feathers and staring at
me.
Surradia: A Retrospective will be on display until
June 20.
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